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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Seniors Dying After COVID Vaccine Labeled as Natural
Causes

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Around the world, reports are pouring in of people dying shortly after receiving the

COVID-19 vaccine. In many cases, they die suddenly within hours of getting the shot.

In others, death occurs within the span of a couple of weeks

"

Ironically, when seniors die before vaccination, it’s due to COVID-19 and something

must be done to prevent it, but when they die after vaccination, they die of natural

causes and no preventive action is necessary

"

Several areas have reported that deaths are rapidly increasing after vaccination

programs are implemented, including in Gibraltar, which prior to a vaccine had

recorded a total of 10 deaths due to COVID-19. Eight days into the vaccination

program, the death toll had risen to 45

"

Norway has recorded 29 senior citizen deaths in the wake of their vaccination push.

Most were over the age of 75

"

Aside from sudden death, examples of side effects include persistent malaise and

extreme exhaustion, severe allergic, including anaphylactic reactions, multisystem

inRammatory syndrome, psychological disturbances, seizures, convulsions and

paralysis, including Bell’s Palsy

"
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Around the world, reports are pouring in of people dying shortly after receiving the

COVID-19 vaccine. In many cases, they die suddenly within hours of getting the shot.

In others, death occurs within the span of a couple of weeks.

One notable case is baseball legend Hank Aaron, 86, who died January 22, 2021, 17

days after publicly getting vaccinated for COVID-19.  He said at the time that he

hoped other Blacks would follow his lead and get their vaccines too.

According to news reports, he died “peacefully in his sleep” and no cause of death

had been announced. Aaron was famous for being the home-run king of baseball, and

broke Babe Ruth’s record when he hit homerun No. 715; he had hit 755 by the time he

retired from the sport.

29 Dead in Norway

In related news, Norway has recorded 29 senior citizen deaths in the wake of their

vaccination push.  Most were over the age of 75. A total of 42,000 Norwegians had by

that time received the vaccine.

While health o]cials initially downplayed any connection to the vaccine, a report in

Bloomberg suggests the Norwegian Medicines Agency are now reconsidering. At the

time of the deaths, the P"zer vaccine was the only COVID-19 vaccine available in

Norway, so “all deaths are thus linked to this vaccine,” the agency told Bloomberg.

“’There are 13 deaths that have been assessed, and we are aware of another

16 deaths that are currently being assessed,’ the agency said. All the reported

deaths related to ‘elderly people with serious basic disorders,’ it said.

‘Most people have experienced the expected side effects of the vaccine, such

as nausea and vomiting, fever, local reactions at the injection site, and
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worsening of their underlying condition’ …

The Endings have prompted Norway to suggest that COVID-19 vaccines may

be too risky for the very old and terminally ill, the most cautious statement

yet from a European health authority.

The Norwegian Institute of Public Health judges that ‘for those with the most

severe frailty, even relatively mild vaccine side effects can have serious

consequences. For those who have a very short remaining life span anyway,

the beneEt of the vaccine may be marginal or irrelevant.’”

Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,

commented that the deaths have to be “put into context with the population they

occurred in.”

In other words, they were old and old people die. It’s hypocrisy at its _nest. When

seniors die before vaccination, it’s due to COVID-19 and something must be done to

prevent it, but when they die after vaccination, they die of natural causes and no

preventive action is necessary.

The World Health Organization added that since there was “no certain connection” of

the vaccines to Norway’s deaths, there is no reason to discontinue giving it to senior

citizens.

Questionable Coincidences

Interestingly, several areas have reported that deaths are rapidly increasing AFTER

vaccination programs are implemented. The news stories don’t actually say it straight

out, but if you look at dates given, it raises questions. One such example is what’s

happening in Gibraltar at the southern tip of Spain, which has a population of 34,000.
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The area rolled out its vaccination program on January 9, 2021, using the P_zer

mRNA vaccine. By January 17, 2021, 5,847 doses had been administered (about 17%

of the population), according to a report by MedicalXpress.

The curious thing about it is that the area’s _rst recorded death from COVID-19 didn’t

occur until mid-November 2020. By January 6, three days before the vaccination

program began, the total COVID-19-related death toll reportedly stood at 10.

Then, by January 17, the total death toll had suddenly skyrocketed to 45. In other

words, 35 people died in the _rst eight days of the vaccination program. Most were in

their 80s and 90s.

Chief Minister Fabian Picardo said, "This is now the worst loss of life of Gibraltarians

in over 100 years. Even in war, we have never lost so many in such a short time."

None of the deaths are being blamed on the vaccine, however. Instead, they’re loosely

blaming them on the new variant of SARS-CoV-2.

Vaccine Rollout Coincides With Outbreak

Other areas are also reporting “outbreaks” of COVID-19, resulting in increased death

tolls, after the rollout of vaccinations. Case in point: In Auburn, New York, a COVID-19

outbreak began December 21, 2020, in a Cayuga County nursing home.  Before this

outbreak, no one in the nursing home had died from COVID-19.

The next day, December 22, they started vaccinating residents and staff. The _rst

death was reported December 29, 2020. Between December 22, 2020, and January 9,

2021, 193 residents (80%) received the vaccine, as did 113 staff members.

As of January 9, 2021, 137 residents had been infected and 24 had died. Forty-seven

staff members had also tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 and one was on life-support.
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Considering we’re also seeing cases in which healthy young and middle-aged

individuals die within days of receiving the vaccine, it’s not inconceivable that the

vaccine might have something to do with these dramatic rises in deaths among the

elderly in various parts of the world. In fact, I’d expect it.

You can rest assured, however, that the public health authorities and media will not

report these observations. Anything that conRicts with vaccine safety and

effectiveness will be intentionally and universally buried. This is precisely their modus

operandi of the past three decades, so it’s really up to each individual to do their own

research.

Massive Amounts of Serious Side Effects Emerging

While the global vaccine campaign is less than a month old in most places, reports of

serious side effects have already started pouring in. Many are sharing their personal

experiences on social media networks. Disturbingly, many are having their stories

censored as misleading or false. Videos, in particular, tend to be taken down.

Aside from sudden death within hours or days,  examples of side effects

among survivors of the P_zer and Moderna mRNA vaccines include:

Persistent malaise  and extreme exhaustion

Severe allergic, including anaphylactic reactions    

Multisystem inRammatory syndrome

Chronic seizures and convulsions

Paralysis,  including Bell’s Palsy

To get a feel for what’s really happening, check out prezi.com, where someone has
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started collecting stories from various social media posts. It’s a rather shocking

compilation that is well worth sharing with family and friends who are still on the

fence about getting the vaccine.

Many say they “feel weird” and that they “don’t feel like myself.” Dizziness, racing

heart and extreme high blood pressure seem to be a common complaint, as is severe,

chronic seemingly “unbreakable” headache that does not respond to medication.

Many describe the pain they feel in their body as “being run over by a bus” or “being

beaten with a bat.”

Some report swollen and painful lymph nodes, severe muscle pain and

gastrointestinal issues. Symptoms mimicking stroke are being reported, even though

CT scans show nothing of concern. One such report is from a 19-year-old girl. Several

report lethal heart attacks claiming the lives of someone they love.

Psychological effects are also starting to creep in. One woman who is on

chemotherapy reports “mood changes with intermittent periods of elation and mild

euphoria.” Bouts of anxiety, depression, brain fog, confusion and dissociation are also

being reported, as is an inability to sleep.

One person reports having lost “the voice in my head,” which I suspect is the ability to

hear yourself think. Another reports losing the ability to formulate words about half an

hour after getting the _rst dose of vaccine, and a third reports “struggling for lost

words.” Loss of taste and/or smell are also being reported, as well as taste

alterations. Several say they have developed a metallic taste since their vaccination.

One pregnant woman reported spontaneous rupture of the amniotic sac resulting in

premature delivery. Another woman’s baby was found to have no heartbeat two days

after her vaccination and was delivered stillborn. Several describe effects suggesting

vascular problems, such as skin blotchiness and _ngers turning blue.
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“ We see mass cell activation syndromes. The
clinical symptoms are going to be the inflammatory
diseases. We hear everybody calling it ‘long haul
COVID’ — the extreme, profound, crippling fatigue,
the inability to produce energy from your
mitochondria. It's not long haul COVID. It's exactly
what it always was — myalgic encephalomyelitis,
inflammation of the brain and the spinal cord. ~
Judy Mikovits Ph.D.”

While people are hoping and praying their side effects will be temporary, a signi_cant

portion say they’re still struggling with the effects one or two weeks after their shot.

Time will tell whether they turn out to be permanent, but considering the fact that the

mRNA vaccines reprogram your DNA, there’s certainly the possibility that they might

be long-lasting.

Side Effects Were Predictable

I recently interviewed cellular and molecular biologist Judy Mikovits, Ph.D., about the

mechanics of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, which are in actuality gene therapy. They’re

not conventional vaccines. Compare the summary of reported side effects in the

section above to the longer-term side effects she suspects will become

commonplace, based on the mechanics and biological effects of these gene therapy

“vaccines”:

Migraines

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/31/covid-19-vaccine-gene-therapy.aspx
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Involuntary muscle movements, tics and spasms

Parkinson’s disease

Microvascular disorders

Cancers

Severe pain syndromes

Bladder problems

Kidney disease

Psychological disorders such as psychosis and autism spectrum

Neurodegenerative diseases

Sleep disorders

Infertility and other reproductive problems

The underlying causes, according to Mikovits, are neuroinRammation and

dysregulation of the immune system and endocannabinoid system.

“It's the brain on Ere,” she says. “You're going to see ticks, you're going to see

Parkinsonian disease, you're going to see ALS, you're going to see things like

this developing at extremely rapid rates, and it's inYammation of the brain.

We see mass cell activation syndromes. The clinical symptoms are going to

be the inYammatory diseases. We hear everybody calling it ‘long haul COVID’
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— the extreme, profound, crippling fatigue, the inability to produce energy

from your mitochondria.

It's not long haul COVID. It's exactly what it always was — myalgic

encephalomyelitis, inYammation of the brain and the spinal cord. What

they're intentionally doing is killing off [certain] populations.”

Discrepancies in Moderna’s FDA Report

According to a recent report by The Defender,  there are signi_cant discrepancies in

the data Moderna submitted to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration:

“Moderna’s reported death rate for its COVID vaccine, based on clinical trials,

is 5.41 times greater than PEzer’s. Yet neither are representative of national

death rates — that’s a red Yag …

The Moderna vaccine arm death rate of 0.36 deaths/100K/day) is 5.14 times

higher than PEzer’s (0.07 deaths/100K/day). This large discrepancy deserves

notice and requires explanation.

If Moderna’s on-vaccine death rate is so far below the national death rate and

also simultaneously more than Eve times greater than PEzer’s on-vaccine

death rate, then PEzer’s study sample appears even less representative of the

entire population. This, too, requires due consideration …

When comparing [Moderna’s] study-wide number of deaths per day per 100K

for the study to that of the entire U.S. population from 2019, I was shocked:

the national number of deaths per day per 100K is 2.44.

Moderna’s screening process and exclusion criteria in the trial led to

26
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evidence that the general population is dying at a rate 6.3 times greater than

the death rate in the Moderna trial — which means the Moderna study,

including its estimated ejcacy rate and the vaccine’s alleged safety proEle —

cannot possibly be relevant to most of the U.S. population.

The super-healthy cohorts studied by Moderna are in no way representative

of the U.S. population. Most deaths from COVID-19 involve pre-existing

health conditions of the types excluded from both PEzer and Moderna trials

…

Those enrolling in the post-market surveillance studies deserve to know the

abject absence of any relevant information on ejcacy and risk for them. In

their zeal to help humanity, or to help themselves, these people may very well

be walking into a situation that will cause autoimmunity due to pathogenic

priming, potentially leading to disease enhancement should they become

infected following vaccination.”

Why Is Moderna’s Gene Therapy Deadlier Than POzer’s?

What might account for Moderna’s gene therapy “vaccine” causing more than _ve

times more deaths than P_zer’s? One possibility raised in The Defender’s article is

that they failed to “screen out unsafe epitopes to reduce autoimmunity due to

homology between parts of the viral protein and the human proteome.”

According to a 2020 paper  in the Journal of Translational Autoimmunity,

“Pathogenic priming likely contributes to serious and critical illness and mortality in

COVID-19 via autoimmunity,” noting that the same may apply post-vaccination.

As explained in this paper, all but one of SARS-CoV-2 immunogenic epitopes are

similar to human proteins. Epitopes  are sites on the virus that allow antibodies or

27
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cell receptors in your immune system to recognize it.

This is why epitopes are also referred to as “antigenic determinants,” as they are the

parts that are recognized by an antibody, B-cell receptor or T-cell receptor. Most

antigens — substances that bind speci_cally to an antibody or a T-cell receptor — have

several different epitopes, which allow it to be recognized by several different

antibodies.

According to the author, some epitopes can cause “autoimmunological pathogenic

priming due to prior infection or following exposure to SARS-CoV-2 … following

vaccination.”

In other words, if you’ve had the infection once, and get reinfected (either by SARS-

CoV-2 or a su]ciently similar coronavirus), the second bout has a great potential to

be more severe than the _rst. Similarly, if you get vaccinated and are then infected

with SARS-CoV-2, your infection may be more severe than had you not been

vaccinated.

For this reason, “these epitopes should be excluded from vaccines under

development to minimize autoimmunity due to risk of pathogenic priming,” the paper

warns. The abstract lays out the basics of the pathogenic priming process.  As noted

in The Defender:

"Thus, concern over vaccine-induced pathogenic priming is not zero, but it

may be less than COVID-19 vaccines that use more than one SARS-CoV-2

protein. However, the hyper-focused IgG response to the fewer antigens

could cause hyperimmunization, a condition considered ripe for off-target

autoimmunity attacks."

Are Lethal Effects Being Hidden?
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The Defender points out that vaccine trials never use inert placebos. Instead, many

use another vaccine. By doing so, they effectively hide side effects. In the case of

Moderna, a total of 13 people died in the trial, seven in the vaccine group and eight in

the placebo group. One severe adverse event in the placebo group, however, was

relabeled as a death, and one death in the vaccine group was relabeled as a severe

adverse event.

In the vaccine group, deaths were listed as cardio-respiratory arrest, heart attack,

multisystem organ failure, head injury and suicide. None of the deaths were linked to

the vaccine.

However, as noted in The Defender, heart attacks can involve autoimmunity and have

been seen in post-vaccinations before. Multisystem organ failure is also “consistent

with autoimmunity against ubiquitously expressed proteins as a result of vaccination.”

“The suicide cannot be ruled out as not due the vaccine, either,” The Defender writes,

noting it could be related to “autoimmunity against oxytocin or serotonin receptors,”

which might result in “devastating depression.”

Indeed, prezi.com includes a number of reports of people saying they’ve experienced

anxiety and depression following their vaccination. Depression is also a possible

outcome of neuroinRammation, as noted by Mikovits.

Do a Risk-BeneOt Analysis Before Making Up Your Mind

While both P_zer and Moderna report low rates of side effects — Moderna’s being just

0.5% — the rates of side effects in the real world appear to be extraordinarily high.

Data are still hard to come by, but if we go by initial data reported by the U.S. Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention,  we end up with a side effect rate in the real

world of 2.79%.

31
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By December 18, 2020, 112,807 Americans had received their _rst dose of COVID-19

vaccine. Of those, 3,150 suffered one or more “health impact events,” de_ned as

being “unable to perform normal daily activities, unable to work, required care from

doctor or health care professional.” If you divide the number of reported side effects

with the number that received the vaccine, you get a side effect rate of 2.79%.

If you then extrapolate that to the total U.S. population of 328.2 million, we may be

looking at 9,156,780 Americans suffering vaccine injuries if everyone gets

vaccinated.

To avoid becoming a sad statistic, I urge you to review the science very carefully

before making up your mind about this experimental gene therapy. Also remember

that the lethality of COVID-19 is actually surprisingly low. It’s lower than the Ru for

those under the age of 60.

If you’re under the age of 40, your risk of dying from COVID-19 is just 0.01%, meaning

you have a 99.99% chance of surviving the infection. And you could improve that to

99.999% if you’re metabolically Rexible, insulin sensitive, and vitamin D replete.

So, really, what are we protecting against with a COVID-19 vaccine? These mRNA

vaccines aren’t even designed to prevent infection, only reduce the severity of

symptoms. Meanwhile, they could potentially make you sicker once you’re exposed to

the virus, and/or cause persistent serious side effects such as those reviewed above.

While I won’t tell anyone to do, I would urge you to take the time to review the science

and weigh the potential risks and bene_ts based on your individual situation before

you make a decision that you may regret for the rest of your life, which can actually be

shortened with this vaccine.

32
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Alldogsgotoheaven

You are right Dr. Mercola.  It is a _ght to stand up in the midst of this.  My own family thinks that I am

nuts while I have to watch them make such unwise decisions.  It is shocking to see people just follow

like sheep to slaughter.  It is shocking to see all the people who just believe what they are told---even

doctors.  We have to _ght the coming (I believe) mandate for vaccinations like our lives depend on it

because it does.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

steve49car

These covid injections are NOT vaccines in the legal de_nition of such ... they are gene therapy!

PROVE there is a covid virus ????

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

shaun6

Alldogsgotoheaven.   Yet you believe what you are told, like sheep to the slaughter, even if it is lies

and not supported by facts and science.  Go _gure!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

One can only stand up for themselves. Fighting the Branch Covidians is a futile and dangerous

enterprise... They will snitch on you, confront you, and ultimately might do more, because their

common sense is gone, they are imprisoned in their cocoons, Stockholm syndrome is guiding

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Alldogsgotoheaven/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/steve49car/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/shaun6/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
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them, and have invested too much into their stupidity to be open for smartening up. They are the

ones who voluntarily silence and suffocate themselves until, eventually, they choke on their own

snot...

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

MPeary1947

Information warfare has brainwashed most Americans which could end up causing their own

demise.  Last week I sent the Dr. Simone Gold video to everyone, including those who are VERY

liberal.  As expected, they spewed their vitriol back at me automatically discounting & even sending

disparaging info to counter the message.  One cousin, after belittling the message AND the

messenger (me) proposed that we get together since she "still has a Christmas card w/my name

on it," further stating, "would love to give it to you in person if we could agree to not talk politics."

 Since I try to avoid toxicity at all levels, why would I agree to get together w/such a toxic person?

 No thanks!!!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Eevee

I am in the same situation.  How do you get through to people ? Elders in my family have had the

shot, there was no telling them, I managed to sort of get my Mum to understand, she got the

Oxford which I suppose is better than an RNA one, thank god. Think it was by chance though the

drs. had that one in when they called her over.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

hellbent

https://articles.mercola.com/members/MPeary1947/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Eevee/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/hellbent/default.aspx
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I have just had a phone call with a sister who is not getting the jab.  She has understood all of the

Mercola info I've sent her, even though she left education at 16yo.  She told me that she had a

phone call with my other sister.  This other sister has worked for the UK NHS all her life as a Nurse.

 She was really pleased because she's been jabbed.  This sister said to my poorly educated sister

that everyone who refuses the "vaccine" is a scumbag.  So, my well-educated nursing background

sister would refer to me as a scumbag.  I'm beginning to understand people who've already

commented on how families and friends are being split apart by this issue.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

Nat

Here we are, some thirteen months after Sars/Cov-2 was unleashed on the world. We can't be certain

how many people have died from the virus, as _gures have been manipulated. The population of the

world has been subjected to all manner of controls and tracking. Information is censored and

individuals are threatened and abused for daring to speak out. The so called news platforms are

merely regurgitating press releases from governments and health o]cials. Businesses have closed,

people are anxious, confused, angry, depressed and many have taken their own lives. Still others are

bankrupt and some starving. Despite assurances that the control measures would result in a return to

"normal", nothing could be further from the truth.

Treatment protocols have been ignored and discounted. Money has been poured into vaccine research

and not treatment. The so called vaccines have been foisted onto the unsuspecting public and most of

these individuals are acting on blind faith when they offer their arms for injection. Now we are to face

ridicule for suggesting that adverse reactions and deaths may be associated with these "vaccines" and

expected to accept that these deaths are to be expected. It is the responsibility of the health o]cials

and the WHO and the pharmaceutical companies to prove that the deaths are not the result of the

"vaccines. Write to your politicians and health o]cials and demand answers and accountability.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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Jennycat24

Nat, I've been doing this for months, but my elected representative, though chatty enough on other

subjects, remains mysteriously silent on the subject of Covid.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

Politicians are either complicit or are afraid. The result is the same. Even Rand Paul (I consider him

the Court Jester in the Senate, because he is “allowed” a number of things no one else is...) went

along with the “vaccine” propaganda a few weeks ago, “in order to go back to ‘normal’”, which is

obviously false, because you are supposed to stay muzzled and alienated even after the kill shot.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

bowgirl

Politicians can not know more than the virologists and other researchers.  Saying nothing is best

when you do not know the answer or solutions.  When genetics are manipulated the long term

consequences may be anticipated but are not known.  I am very uncomfortable with an RNA vax

that causes a genetic change in the human body. My understanding is other vaxs are almost ready

that are of the traditional type.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Nope, nyet, nein...unless you have a lot of details garnered over the years, like Del BigTree, Dr.

Suzanne Humphries and others and you are invited in to speak with state or govt. representatives,

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Jennycat24/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/bowgirl/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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you will never survive their stupidity and deceptive marketing information, as taught by Big

Pharma. It friggin over-the-top lies, YOU ARE FIGHTING A $69 BILLION per year worldwide industry,

only beholden to their shareholders. And they are working hard to deny or normalize these deaths

after these shots or jabs.

Consider supporting existing orgs like CHD or NVIC or ICAN and others out there. Just look at how

di]cult a time Dr Reisch at Yale who has worked tirelessly to get the attention of the US Congress

to free up HCQ IN THEIR WAREHOUSES - and what's happened? Dr Pierre Kory was nearly out of

his mind speaking at a Congressional Hearing asking to o]cally test Ivermectin - to what end?

Again and again, Dr M has repeated shown that most, if not ALL your politicians, so-called

representatives, are bought!

People have lost the thread, many dropped off this site 'cause they could not connect the dots,

between your health, your rights and our ruling class in govt.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lovegolOng

Nat, I have planned to do that and not only to our politicians but Airline companies and Cruise lines.

 I want to travel and If I have to have a vaccine injected into me I will not be traveling. But, if they

make you have one for travel then what will be next.  Can't get an operation or even go to the

doctor's o]ce.  There is no end what these evil people can do to the ones that have to go

underground to be heard. This is so criminal and these people that have caused all this harm to the

American people should be put in jail for life.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

mirandola

HI Nat, how well written and articulated! Thank you, thank you for your ethical concerns and for

putting it out there in public!

https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovegolfing/default.aspx
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I can't advise anybody, people Must make their own informed decision.

 I think it is perfectly easy to go up against the narrative of ridicule re concerns about vaccine

deaths.  See Moderna vaccine ingredients, here, Polyethylene glycol among them

www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-fact-sheet-recipients.pdf   Material safety data

sheet (MSDS) for polyethylene glycol

www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-807485?ReferrerURL=ht..    

Please note that it implies without saying it, that this material is Rammable and combustible. It

names ways for _remen to put out a _re if PEG is involved. Note the statement that this must not

be poured down the drain. It says, throw off clothes if exposed and shower (Fifteen minutes, says a

different MSDS version for PEG). Wear protective clothing, it will wear through rubber in 8 hours,

and don't allow dust exposure (another version says it degrades to CO2 and causes lung damage).

It's known to cause anaphylaxis. This is the stuff they want injected into our veins. If this does not

invite disaster, I don't know what does.

Further, it makes sense that a substance used (according to Wikipedia) to grease pinheads in

computer printers, preventing the toner from sticking to them, and made out of petroleum, can only

do harm to blood platelet coagulation, true? Won't the platelets slide around uncontrollably, coated

with this substance? Oh I forgot, such small amounts. Yeah but a small amount is all it takes?

Would it get stuck in the  liver and coat blood passing through it?  Never mind that medical school

textbooks, books written for laypeople about the immune system, offer information that the

immune system recognizes innate cells as "Self", leaving them alone. But when a foreign

substance binds to them, they are deemed "non-self" and attacked

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

mirandola

Continuing So I ask the question: Why is this allowed? Don't Fauci, BigPharma, and others know full

well, that shooting foreign substances into our veins, particularly synthetic RNA binding with our

own RNA, will automatically invite autoimmune attack? They know that. This is why they coated

the RNA with lipids, including cholesterol (See vaccine ingredients) and guess what, the

https://www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-fact-sheet-recipients.pdf
https://www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/msds/MDA_CHEM-807485?ReferrerURL=https://duckduckgo.com/&bd=1
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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petroleum-derived PEG. The intent as best I understand from having read up, was to mask the

foreign substances from being recognized by the immune system. Ah, but is it working?

What about death and serious adverse events? This is not a joke. the Alliance for Natural Health,

basing their _gures and assessment on the VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System) sent

a newsletter re. the right to informed consent, *which must be free of coercion and deceit*. They

listed the numbers of deaths and adverse events *REPORTED* to the VAERS, stating that what is

being reported currently, reRects a mere 1/100th of the adverse events percentages seen in clinical

trials. www.anhinternational.org/news/informed-consent-is-this-fundamental-rig..  More deaths

healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-329-recorded-deaths-so-far-following-exp..  

Moderna's fact sheet suggests medical personnel be present in case of anaphylaxis

www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-fact-sheet-recipients.pdf

 www.newsbreak.com/news/2075638740531/here-is-a-video-of-fauci-explaini..    Fauci stated on

_lm that asymptomatic carriers were never the driver of disease spread, and Moderna's top MD

said that the vaccine does not reduce the spread of the illness

nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..  We have every

REASON to be concerned, and the crowds MUST wake up, "for the sake of the general good". I am

not a doc

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Randyfast

Mirandola; why would I want Polyethylene glycol...I don't even own a car!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Darzoum

Note to Mercola Forum team/managers: it seems I've been contacted by some of the good folks

who post valuable content here regularly, stating that there have been some strange anomalies

https://www.anhinternational.org/news/informed-consent-is-this-fundamental-right-being-respected/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-329-recorded-deaths-so-far-following-experimental-covid-mrna-injections-in-the-u-s/
https://www.modernatx.com/covid19vaccine-eua/eua-fact-sheet-recipients.pdf
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/2075638740531/here-is-a-video-of-fauci-explaining-in-january-2020-that-asymptomatic-transmission-is-never-the-driver-of-outbreaks
https://nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-virus-spread/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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surrounding posting. These include perfectly legitimate replies being detached from the relevant

string and placed at the bottom of the Forum, and even temporary bans from the Forum.  Could it

be there is some kind of system hack or other foul play?  Consider this a friendly alert.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi David,  more than a few trolls, plus Dr M has a vendetta against him by a WashPost editor.

Nevermind, got disconnected mid-order with a repair notice. Its the wild west of internet stability

across certain sectors this winter.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Darzoum

Thanks Rose... I guess that explains some of it.  P.S. acknowledging your comment on the other

article of today, re The Greater Reset; glad there's some value there for you.... I'm still slowly

making my way through the series... so much to do!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

The only broadcast worth watching in England is NOT the BBC, or any of the mainstream media, but UK

Column news which yesterday underscored Dr Mercola's article about vaccine deaths - and then

some!! It is on for an hour on Monday Wednesday and Friday - and puts the hood-winking Brainwashing

Broadcasting Company to shame:  

www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-1st-february-2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-1st-february-2021
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, I did watch last night, its a good session, somehow there's just too much coming out...(yawn,

another snow day here)

 here's the thing, if you listen to Prof Delores Cahill, the deaths are just starting. (The elderly appear

primed by the Ru shot, as if we did not already guess that could happen, and their immune systems

may be suppressed for a week, 7 days after getting the shot) But Delores is saying in 2 or 3 months

after the m-RNA shot or jab, depending on where you are it may not be until next year, if you are

exposed to the wild virus again, your body may over-react, as it has an immune system now

targeting that virus or who knows how many other virus'. She has made this case several times in

January, on interviews in various languages and locations. How hard does she need to yell before

someone in high places can hear her wisdom speaking? Here's a recent discussion:

www.bitchute.com/.../RW3xrE96Amo9  Here's another one:

coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/01/18/professor-dolores-cahill-why-pe..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Maritt

Thanks for this information.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

mirandola

Hi Newlands I gave your post a "thumbs up" to send it up, this is important information! thank you

for posting it. :-) What's pretty sick is how the media is targeting the impoverished and colored

communities as the ones who are deprived, under served, and now "rescued" by the "saviors" who

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RW3xrE96Amo9/
https://coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/01/18/professor-dolores-cahill-why-people-will-start-dying-a-few-months-after-the-first-mrna-vaccination/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Maritt/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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are bringing the falsely and misleadingly named "vaccines", better known as genetic modi_cation

shots as a great experiment, to their areas. It would seem these cross sectors are the ones they

want to "Study"?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

steelj

Thanks for that UKColumn.org link NewlandsWanderer.  Looks like a good site!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Ambereyes

Great article! What is happening in Gibraltar is indeed awful. Dr Mercola is actually doing great

journalism when giving us INFORMATION, when telling us what the MSM is deliberately hiding from us:

the truth. We do NOT need opinions; we need INFORMATION we can trust so we can make OUR OWN

informed decisions. Thank you, Dr Mercola!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

sus6236

In the _rst 9 months of the “pandemic,” Maine had a total of 220ish “deaths from COVID.” Many

attributed the low death count to the “outstanding job” of the governor. Most of those deaths occurred

in the southern part of the state where it is most congested. Other than the southern part of Maine, the

fact of the matter is, Mainers naturally social distance because they do not live on top of each other

and they are a hardy bunch of people who spend a lot of time outdoors. Fast forward to December,

when vaccination began, the number of deaths has triple to just under 600 deaths as of yesterday.

There’s nothing “scienti_c” about what is happening but one cannot ignore the coincidence.
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The vast majority of deaths are in the elderly, which would be the norm, but why such a sudden

alarming spike? Some claim it’s because families got together for the holidays but, really, we are way

past family gatherings at this point. Common sense tells us to look at what’s right in front of us. Maine

has one of the oldest demographics in the country. All these elderly people survived during the height

of the pandemic when the lockdowns were not as strict, only to die once the vaccine rollout began.

These vaccines were never tested on the elderly population, only on a younger healthier population,

and it shows. This is shameful!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

balhawk

Exactly.  Everywhere the toxic jabs have rolled out the death rates have soared.  Belief in the

e]cacy of these poisons has to be the greatest instance of mass-hypnosis and brainwashing ever,

which dwarfs the spell Hitler had on the German citizenry.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

You bet, these are untested experimental vaccines, and the elderly and children are the most

susceptible, neither group has been tested and presumably, vaxxing kids is a waste, most have way

fewer ace receptors expressed as any adult, and if they ever get this thing, hardly have any

symptoms. On the other hand, we get to witness what's happening with the elderly...and not pretty

to participate in this country wide nursing home clinical trial.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

krissalee85
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I'm in Maine. Everyday the news has its daily sensationalized headline "534 people con_rmed

Covid positive. 2 people DEAD". And then you go to see who died and its elderly people and those

in nursing homes.The numbers for Ru deaths seemed much higher in prior years yet these covid

numbers are being presented like we are in a serious plague. The numbers seem about the same

everyday, 500 or less cases and 5 to 0 deaths, yet the lock-down laws are _nally being lifted. They

say it's because cases are starting to go down but I think it's because Governor Mills knows she

can't keep this lockdown going any longer or the suicides will surpass the covid deaths. My town

has suffered greatly. Main St. looks like a ghost town with shops closed and restaurants empty. It

is heartbreaking. And then she said she wanted to tax already devastated businesses on their PPE

loans. She seems to be backing down from that cruel idea. All we are going to be left with are

Mcdonald's and Walmarts. I'm not denying covid exists- my husband, mother and friend have had it

and though it was severe, they have recovered. If we didn't go into lockdown every year because of

Ru deaths (yes, I know covid is not just another type of Ru, but it is still logical to use it as a

comparison), how is it not a major red Rag that we've gone into lockdown over this? So many

people, my husband included, are completely brainwashed by the news and cannot wait til they can

get their shots. I see people walking alone on my street, no one else around, and they have masks

on. It's just lunacy.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

kazuko4585

I like to add that these vaccines were tested mostly on white people.  Gene therapy drug without

checking your genes is ridiculous.  Don't they have common sense?  If you are ill or weak you are

not supposed to have vaccine.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

The Flu always spikes in the winter, which just happens to be around the Holidays.  Is it the cold

https://articles.mercola.com/members/kazuko4585/default.aspx
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weather or the family get togethers? Personally I think that it is a combination.  The Ru spikes in

the winter time, even in the southern hemisphere where the seasons are the opposite of the

northern hemisphere, although it would make sense that large family gatherings could contribute

to the spike.  But there are also large family gatherings for Easter, so why no spikes in the spring?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

I heard somewhere (and did not trap this) that its entirely possible the covid-19 reports are

seriously Rawed, the rt-pcr test may have too high a ct or cycle threshold, but also it may be

picking up inRuenza A or B, instead of covid, but due to the dire times, the fear, these are being all

attributed to covid19. Just a hunch, look for more on this to emerge, as there is no way for the Ru

season to disappear entirely. And several top immunologists have remarked that virus' like

covid-19 or sars-cov1 have no second wave. Truly, we do not know what we are hearing or looking

at.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

thejohnsonsOve

My husband’s 87 year old grandfather received the Covid vaccine this past Friday. He was in pretty

great health for being 87 - he had lived by himself in his own home up until 3months ago. 24 hours

after receiving the covid vaccine, he was taken to the hospital, and we just got word that he passed

away early Wednesday morning. So he goes from being relatively healthy to dying in _ve days after

receiving the _rst dose of the vaccine. And of course, his death will not be counted or even considered

as an adverse reaction to the vaccine. It makes me sad and sick.

Posted On 02/03/2021
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CaregiverG

You can go to VAERS and report the death yourself. All reports on there are voluntary and you don't

need to be a health professional to make a report. Go here: vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html   If

anyone else has such a tragedy or has other adverse events, let them know they can go here to

report it.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

bds81131

One of our local nurses took the second vaccine and 3 days later died at only 35 years of age and was

in perfect health before the second vaccination.  Like Dr. Fauci said on January 14, 2021;  "the

vaccination will not protect you from the Coronavirus and you may have complications."   He also

stated that the vaccination "may only work and be effective 70-75% of the time and people should

consider this before getting vaccinated." Last week Merck Pharmaceuticals who along with P_zer,

received a $3 Billion dollar grant from Trump and said it has stopped making the Covid-19 serum and

will no longer release it as "it's better to have the Corona Virus that to get vaccinated."

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

Where did you see/hear "Dr. Fauci said on January 14, 2021;  "the vaccination will not protect you

from the Coronavirus and you may have complications." ?  I would like to read more about that.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

r^agg249
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So, for a year now, many folks who died of natural causes were recorded as COVID deaths. Now, folks

who died from the vaccine are deaths from natural causes.  I know there are political motivations, but

this seems way beyond that.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

I love this comment, thanks, You just made my day!!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

Exactly!  I've seen the same thing with prescription drugs vs natural remedies.  I someone recovers

after taking the prescription drug it's because the drug worked.  If someone recovers after using a

natural remedy, it's just a coincidence.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Sue12Cross

This is exactly the same scenario as in WW1 and if it is allowed to go on then it will be repeated over

and over. No one in power (real power) has ever been held responsible for anything. For centuries wars

have been started on false Rags and people have been subjected to all kinds of toxins in foods, in their

environment, in the air and instead of any actual investigation, the resultant deaths have been labelled

as 'viruses' or 'bacteria'. Then there has been a mass medication of some sort and behind the scenes

the toxin has been removed and hey presto - the plague is eradicated. I don't know about you but I don't

wonder at all about those in command,  they don't reckon us worthy  to live but all those people who

enable this to happen, from the scientist who 'invents' this **** (sorry but that's what it is) down to the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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'carer' who administers it.

What is going on in their head? What about the judge who just overruled the judgement of a son of a

mother in a care home who has dementia and schizophrenia and didn't want to have his mother

vaccinated. The judge ruled that it was 'in her interest'

www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/01/20/care-home-resident-must..  This is just one

there are other such cases. Here's an interesting read: archive.org/.../2up  and it's free. What they are

banking on is that we are all to lazy or apathetic to either care or bother to _nd out..and so far as

history has shown, they are right. We are all to blame. What is happening to the elderly is atrocious but

so is this, those who have only just entered into this messed-up world: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

epi-cure

Hello Sue12Cross.         I posted this, a way forward, later two days ago:

Hello Sue12Cross.     Regarding those 5500 lawsuits, I realize there's an ocean between us and

what may work here may not there however . . . . . so far, this organization has managed to curtail

the further ambitions of the governor of Ohio. New Mexico has followed their lead to become the

second state and others will ASAP explode on the scene like dandelions. The lawsuit places the

burden of proof on defendants declaring states of emergency thereby nullifying the vaccines,

lockdowns and masks tyranny.   makeamericansfreeagain.com

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Sue12Cross

Hi epi-cure, thanks for the repost! That is really great news! Our law suits over here are taking

longer because they are huge. Blueprints to this never happening again, they are aimed at the

whole foundation of the covid scenario and everything it stands on/for globally. This includes,

interestingly enough a really important strategy identifying, 'the weakest link',  a defamation suit

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/01/20/care-home-resident-must-have-vaccine-despite-sons-concerns-says-judge/
https://archive.org/details/VirusMania1/mode/2up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ncE5yYQvJY
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against the 'fact checkers'. This might initially seem a very speci_c case, aimed at those who

attacked  Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, 'who 12 years ago exposed the fraud behind the “Swine Flu.” He

was a member of the German Parliament at the time, as well as a member of the Council of

Europe'. This suit puts the burden of proof on fact checkers:-  ' to prove that the PCR test is

accurate, and this lawsuit can then be used as a template for similar lawsuits in other countries

around the world.'

In the meantime people all over are becoming more creative in their pushbacks - from the

Canadian Hair Salon that has brought in studio lights, cameras and microphones and  is _lming

their hairdressing in preparation for producing a _lm. Film set and TV station beauty and

hairdressing professionals are exempt from the lockdown. To the the legal/medical/academic

committee who are gathering expert witness statements for their law suits in Berlin. They have

declared themselves a new Political Party 'The Freedom Party' (nascent Political Parties  are

exempt from covid 'gatherings' rules). This has already been tested, they were at 'Scotch and Sofa'

a Berlin Bar when the Police raided to arrest them but they walked free because of that rule. This is

chess, or any other game of strategy and creativity.  These covid rules have always given a free

pass to cronyism but what is sauce for the goose (or maybe the wolf) is sauce for the gander

(so-called sheep).

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

The courts are complicit everywhere.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

balhawk

That was a horrible ruling, which according to the UK's own statistics increased the woman's odds

of further deterioration and death.  Imperilment and possibly homicide by ignorance, in the case of
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that judge.  I hope the plaintiff can get an injunction and appeal the ruling before the poor woman

is poisoned and gets worse.   Even mainstream sources have acknowledged the sharp increase in

deaths, though they make no mention of the jabs in light of such information, and some are trying

to blame a "mutation" or blame "easing of lockdowns, though a vast majority of the deaths were in

care homes following most of the residents getting the toxic and counter-productive jabs.  

Predictable. uk.news.yahoo.com/care-home-residents-almost-third-150022723.html?gucc..  

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9162775/Covid-deaths-responsible-one-..  

www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/breaking-uk-coronavirus-hospital-deaths-..   Courts have, for the

most part,  made better rulings, when evidence is presented that properly supports the case.

 Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) and the Children's Health Defense team have won many

cases, the typical result being the capitulation of the other side prior to a hearing, so as to maintain

the cover-up and protect the erroneous mass belief.  One's case is only as good as the evidence

they present.  Had the son showed statistics on the sharp increase of the death rate in care homes

following the rollout of the toxic jabs, the ruling may have come out much differently.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

The Branch Covidians are good soldiers, they do what their leaders tell them to, without question.

 They feel that they are being good citizens and that everything that their leaders are instructing

them to do is for the better good, after all, the leaders are wise and smarter than all the rest.  The

only thing that the Branch Covidians have right is that their leaders are smarter than they are,

however those leaders are morally corrupt and are using those smarts to manipulate the masses.

 In order for a democracy to work the people must keep an eye on their leaders and question

anything suspicious and hold them accountable for their actions.  Just look at WW2, most of the

Germans did not agree with the Nazi agenda once they saw what it was really about, but they had

put Hitler in power because they didn't question him, and we all know how that worked out.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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NewlandsWanderer

Brilliant short video exposing Vaccine Fuhrer Bill Gates and the catastrophic harm he has done:

www.bitchute.com/video/q95DngNF2jsJ/?fbclid=IwAR1Wdl2kkykYgkTbKqeRkEYi..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Newlands ~ thank you for the link ~ the SNAKE is STARK RAVING MAD ~ I have no doubt about

the veracity of my statement

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

An emotionally detached view would see overpopulation along with environmental destruction as

game enders too. While genocide by medicine would not be my choice, there are many many vile,

greedy and ignorant jerks who walk among us..we could do without. Just look around and see what

they have done to our once pristine planet. Psychics and prophets have predicted great depopulations

during these decades. Some have thought this a tipping point in human evolution, a natural selection

event. Others will scramble for the last lifeboat kicking children in the drink, grab the gold and escape

dark death. A vast world has become small, nowhere to run...so like they say, "If the left one don't get

ya, the right one will!"  Appointment in Samarra?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose
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Some, like me, only vaguely remember this reference from Somerset Maugham, right?  

"A merchant in Baghdad sends his servant to the marketplace for provisions. Soon afterwards, the

servant comes home white and trembling and tells him that in the marketplace, he was jostled by a

woman, whom he recognized as Death, who made a threatening gesture. Borrowing the merchant’s

horse, he Rees at great speed to Samarra, a distance of about 75 miles (125 km), where he

believes Death will not _nd him. The merchant then goes to the marketplace and _nds Death, and

asks why she made the threatening gesture to his servant. She replies, “That was not a threatening

gesture, it was only a start of surprise. I was astonished to see him in Baghdad, for I have an

appointment with him tonight in Samarra.”  

groan, its really very relevant to what we are now witnessing.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Vladimira

“there are many many vile, greedy and ignorant jerks who walk among us..we could do without.”

Absolutely, I can’t agree more.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

ina24275

Guess we don't have to ask anymore how to commit the perfect murder.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

balhawk
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All it takes is a few letters after your name.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Raythe4th

Let’s stop calling these vaccines and start calling them what they really are: DePop shots!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Ambereyes

Indeed! We have the right to live longer lives, today, because we developed the conditions that

allow it to happen. It is part of our HUMAN TECHNOLOGICAL development, and it is a HUMAN

RIGHT. To deny it now, to our elderly, is a crime. It is ALL ABOUT MONEY – they say the elderly are

expensive for society! Are they??? No, the elderly are only expensive for CAPITAL as they require

more HUMAN attention,  then commodities from the market. Capitalism must be overcome.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

The Kill Shot or The Final Solution ain’t half bad, either. :)

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lovegolOng

What Bill Gates and Fauci have in mind. When I tell people that Gates said we should depopulate
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they think I made it up. I saw and heard him when someone was interviewing him.  He is a nut with

power and money.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Gates is a man on a mission to vaccinate the world!! Too bad India did not scream from their

mountaintops in 2017 about the wrongs that his organization inRicted on the young people in that

country. We may possibly have avoided today.  Or maybe we need a technocrat like Gates to push

seriously Rawed vaccine concepts to the edge of reality, causing the greatest harm: permanent

disability and deaths for all to see, so people can break out of their vaccine religion. Horrible

thought, yet seems like this could be happenin'

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

gardenmad

Any time there is an adverse reaction to a vaccination they just say it is coincidence. Apparently there

is a pandemic going on at the moment. Really, the only pandemic going around here is one of

coincidence. This is how they get away with saying there is no connection between vaccination and ill

health that follows. Yes I believe there will be mass sickness and pain and misery with all this. It is

already happening as seen by this article and seen by the people trying to put out their experiences

post vaccine and getting censored.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

There is no coincidence. The symptoms are real, CV is not. The symptoms are created by 5G, the
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muzzle, disinfectants, and countless other things this website has been warning about for several

years.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

tilapiagirl

yes any ol supposed authority has exceptional ESP skills beyond us.....no autopsy just clear

knowing it could not be the needle....ever....three seconds later we hear the mantra trust the

science......old cliche...prefer questions that cannot be answered to answers that cannot be

questioned....all day long

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Nadine17

On a good note: Robert F. Kennedy Jr’s CHILDREN’S HEALTH DEFENSE Foils California Schools’ Plan To

Prematurely Mandate COVID-19 Tests And Vaccines For Students And Teachers

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/no_author/robert-f-kennedy-jrs-childrens-h..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Dan Lawton

coronanews123.wordpress.com/.../2212   CNA at nursing home says seniors are dropping like Ries

after injection

Posted On 02/02/2021
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balhawk

Kudos and blessings to him for standing up for life and truth.  He is a true hero!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

dgdobbs

Based on available information, would it be more prudent to work on getting your health to the point

that your system is strong enough to overcome the affects of the virous and expose yourself to build

antibodies? In my opinion, that seems the only way to be safe.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

Not the virus. The agents that cause the symptoms. FIFY :)

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Sue12Cross

The _rst thing everyone should do is _nd out what a virus is and moreover what is its function

because as with all things it certainly has one. As far as I have been able to _nd out, no one has

ever proved that it comes from outside the body, no one has ever proved it can replicate on its own,

no one has ever proved that it can pass on any form of disease.  My understanding is that a virus is

created within the body for a speci_c purpose .ie. when the body is so toxic it can not cope with the

overload. The virus replicates by means of the body's own cells, it then dissolves the toxin within

itself, wherein it is captured and the virus plus the toxin is safely and _nally excreted, whether
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through the skin (i.e. measels) respiratory tract (i.e.coryza) etc..

However, detoxing is incredibly stressful to the body, if your health is already compromised then

you run the risk of dying from the body's own cure. My understanding of vaccines, at least the

ordinary old fashioned sort, is that their function is to cover the symptoms or rather to  stop the

body from detoxing, so the body remains poisoned but at least you can go back to work...... If you

look at the experiments done in WW1 to try and pass on the 'Spanish Flu' from a patient to a

healthy individual, including hugging each other, directly passing on  mucous and saliva.... it was

all unsuccessful.

However, if you look at the Spainsh Ru from a toxicity angle it all makes sense, - a huge pre and

post war vaccination campaign, poor quality adulterated food, terrible standards of hygiene and

sanitation,  incredible levels of stress, toxic chemicals associated with warfare, including mercury

paste used in cleaning _rearms (which is presumed to be the reason for  'shellshock' ), the list of

poisoning goes on and on... There has long been a correlation between 'disease' and toxins. Try

this for starters:  www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/anthrax-arsenic-and-old-lace/

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Sue12...Detoxing can be pleasantly liberating as symptoms fall away day by day...gently using

Mega C/baking soda and chlorella...and or silica, boron, clays, IP6/blood donation, sulfur,

magnesium, sauna.....

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lassie5297

It would be of great interest to follow New Zealand when they roll out their vaccination program as

there is so far only 3 cases in the same community within the entire country. They will be vaccinating

quarantine staff, workers and airport staff _rst. Watch this space.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jennycat24

You have to wonder why a country with only 25 deaths laid at the door of Covid (worldometer) and

2305 cases according to their govt website, is risking so much illness and death from untried

medicine (mRNA).  Frightening.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

And the staff will be replaced by robots. :)

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

jamNjim

I'm not defending the vaccine makers in any shape or form. What bothers me is that  we have pregnant

women, teenagers, and people on chemo getting vaccinated. Any doctor, nurse, or medical facility that

would vaccinate a pregnant woman, cancer patient, or child should be sued for malpractice.  It was

made very clear that these vaccines were not recommended for children or pregnant women! That

alone should be a warning sign. If it can cause premature births then you shouldn't be getting the

vaccine.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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rrealrose

Well known that EXCESS FEAR makes it impossible for some people to listen clearly to directions,

whether that is the person hungry to get the shot or those administering the shot. Amazing

fearmongering job being perpetrated by mainstream news, isn't it?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

The reasoning behind these recommendations is that there is no evidence that the vaccine would

be harmful for these demographics.  Probably because it was unethical to run vaccine trials on

these people.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Jackaroni,  As I posted yesterday, Dr Fauci warned several times if you have allergic reactions (to

the ingredients in the shot) do not get it. The step past allergies is autoimmunity, and the step past

autoimmune is cancer. Throw in MS, Parkinsons, and ALS for good measure. Do you get it now? Do

you understand why I call him "my little Gollem"? - from the Hobbit.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

krissalee85

Jackaroni, it's unethical to conduct trials on people who are not in perfect health but it's ok to

conduct them on the rest of the population while they blindly believe the glossed over reports that
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these shots are completely safe.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just heard a local radio slug mention only 5-10% of the population does not want the injection, and is a

marginal fringe element lol. Anybody know the REAL percentage?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

AlwaysYoung749

I am thinking that the COVID "Vaccine" numbers will pretty much follow the Ru vaccine

percentages. In the Ru season 2018-2019, 49.2% of the USA population received Ru shots. This

included children 6 months and older.  Since children are not to receive the COVID vaccine, the

numbers should be less than 49.2%. 74.2 million Americans are under age 18 who receive the Ru

vaccine at a 58% rate. This should shave around 13.1% off of the 49.2%.  This gives us an estimate

of 36.1% that will submit to the COVID "vaccine" if the numbers pretty much follow the percentages

that obtain the  Ru shot.  I estimate 118.5 million Americans will obtain the COVID vaccine. This

will cause so many deaths and problems among the segment of the population that receive the

COVID vaccine it will incapacitate a large segment of American society.  A lot of Americans are

about to experience a lot of pain, suffering and death.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

LoriJean

This is the big reason why I will  "NOT" get any of the vaccines.  It is just to dangerous.  Thank you,

once again, Dr. Mercola for an excellent article on vaccines.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

More proof of vaccine dangers to add to Dr Mercola's article:

www.rt.com/.../514303-deaths-p_zer-vaccine-covid-spain

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

andjam01

It's happening as predicted by (J.Micovits, Dr Mercola, J.Rappaport et al). Meanwhile a major

exacerbating culprit in the form of dirty EMF will sneak by very surreptiously into our lives and change

this ever increasing electron starved world forever. Go the anti-oxidants!

Posted On 02/01/2021

 

Astonished

So, what can one do against the 5G satellites? I am sure, the global criminals are safe on their

islands near New Zealand. No 5G coverage there. When they go somewhere, I’m sure there will be

“disruption” in the service. Check out AT&T’s coverage in the continental US. Even hills and forests

are covered. And, of course, schools, with all the muzzled children...

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

smalldar560

Dr. Fauci said:  “You need to get vaccinated when it becomes available as quickly and as expeditiously
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as possible,”  “And the reason for that is ... viruses cannot mutate if they don’t replicate. And if you stop

their replication by vaccinating widely and not giving the virus an open playing _eld to continue to

respond to the pressures that you put on it, you will not get mutations.  

These variants were made up to scare more people into taking the vaccines.  All this was in a

 Rockefeller Foundation document written in 2010.  Deborah Tavares from stopthecrime.net has a copy

of that document in one of her videos.  It said that if people are still resisting then a third and worse

phase would be necessary during the winter to scare more people into taking the vaccine. If a few are

still resisting after that, it will be no problem, because the masses will force the resisters to comply.  

All this was planned.  

Fauci is also saying you have to vaccinate right away to protect others from the variant.  They are going

to label the anti-vaxers as a terrorist threat to America.  The propaganda in the news will be

overwhelming.  So you can only imagine how dangerous it is going to get for those who resist.  People

will more than likely turn on their own family members.  

We want to believe that most people in the world are good people, but that isn't really true.    History

has proven that fear and propaganda has caused people to do horrible things to their fellow man.  This

is when the true nature of many humans comes out.  There have been and still are many good people

in the world who would sacri_ce and put themselves in harms way for the sake of others.  Who truly

care about their fellow man and practice love of neighbor.  Unfortunately, they are way outnumbered.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Nadine17

As to Steve49car's comment: Very scary, yet very true!

www.naturalnews.com/2021-02-01-swab-tests-microdevices-secretly-vaccin..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni
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I must question the validity of this, can enough vaccine actually be administered this way?  And

how is pro_t being generated from a vaccine like this?  Not saying it is false, it just seems unlikely

to me.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

dude01

Jackaroni, my suspicions suggest the pro_ts were quite probably made on the front end. How can

the US Pentagon have an endlessly increasing  war budget?  When Obama was running for

President, he kept claiming that the US couldn't afford to borrow money from China to engage in

another war. Yet we all know the wars continued, and that the Pentagon's budget continued to

grow. The Big Boys somehow get their money. Soon, many Americans will be paying their Federal

Income Taxes (that's one source of $$$ for the government). Another source is to just crank up the

money machines and give out more greenbacks. This latter solution devaluates the dollar, yet it's

done all the time. Crazy - but that's what's going on in the world of _nance.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

balhawk

What's happening?   An unprecedented medical disaster, crime against humanity, and cover-up thereof.

 Anybody who is the least bit informed knows the reports are but a tiny tip of a gigantic iceberg, and we

know full well WHO knows much of what has been very thoroughly concealed from us.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished
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And apparently, “we,” who “know,” (goodness knows what “we know,” because it seems to change

from person to person), are completely disempowered. In the case of serious resistance, martial

law would be introduced, not that the current situation is a whole lot different... Well played against

the average person.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

balhawk

3am linguistic muddiness in my original post cleared up.   We have plenty of power, and that is the

even bigger secret than the cover-up of this holocaust.  Governments and corporations are backing

off as they _nd so many, especially health care workers, who are willing to even forfeit their jobs to

avoid these poisonous jabs.   I am all the more convinced we have the upper hand, and will

continue to gain strength as the truth leaks out, the great fraud is exposed, and we remain _rm in

this truth.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Barbara Charis

Great article...know this information is so valid.  Everyone should be aware of it.  Thanks for

enlightening us.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Docathelake

My friend's Grandfather had covid and recovered but they wouldn't let him come back to the assisted

living facility where he was living without taking the vaccine so he took the stab and he died 7 days

later... They said it was natural causes!!! :(
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

So no one is aware at that facility that once you've had covid-19, you have natural immunity and

don't need the vaccine? More idiots among us than can be believed.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Just found this story for you, age may not be the causative factor, but having had covid may be!!

Read this one about a 35 year old in Ohio: www.bitchute.com/.../30C8e4ufKy53

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

CaregiverG

Tell your friend to go to VAERS and report it. Anyone can submit the report.

vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

WACatMom

I went to Prezi.com but only saw info about the platform and no stories.  It would be helpful to have an

exact URL to where these stories are being posted.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

- copy and paste it to your friends. The only way to get in is to sign on, or to enter the complete

address -  Here's the complete link to the webpage you want:

prezi.com/.../anecdotal-experiences-cvv

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

brodiebrock12

We all talk A LOT here, but has anything truly changed the execution of the mongers agenda. It's almost

as if they have ramped up efforts with nothing effectively stopping it. They seemingly have free reign to

alter narrative as they see _t and we all just talk talk talk about what they are doing to us. Are we just

delusional and get some serotonin rush for venting here? With that said...it's good to vent! Every once

in awhile we all need to ask...where is this really heading other than talk?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Years ago, I mentioned sometimes we are called upon to witness major changes on the earth, in

governance, in human relations. This can be to exchange information (so much is coming out now,

its tiring) and relate these stories to younger generations. We may want to act locally and support

one of the bigger health action organizations. If you are not out looking for alternatives, that's on

you!

Posted On 02/02/2021
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Eevee

It's so sad. Makes me angry too, I am also in disbelief how sheep like people are. I talk to people, they

just laugh and call me an anti vaxer. I point out science and credible studies, I explain the vaccine is in

development stage, it's a new technology etc.. etc.. that I am not an anti-vaxer in general, it is "this

rushed" vaccine etc... etc..  How do you get through to people? I stay calm, try to explain everything,

just get laughed at, send people links n emails when they show interest, only to be told it's fake news

etc.... people just passively believe what the main news channels churn out.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Mei_Ling

The sheep that you refer to wouldn't know what fake news is even if it bit them in the ass.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Sue12Cross

You are not alone.....because covid is a cult, a  religion if you like, when you speak against it you

are spitting on their philosophy. Also these people are frightened and fear has an interesting way of

stopping all logical thought. You are also possibly speaking to people who have never exercised

their own free will in any way before, they will go through government control from cradle to grave.

They could have read and researched, with the internet it is easier than ever before to _nd out what

is going on all around the world. This is also a simple case of cba or 'can't be bothered' in polite

circles.  Give your friends this to read: off-guardian.org/.../the-covidian-cult

Posted On 02/02/2021
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bgraceg

Ask them do you  believe people who are questioning or against orally dispensed meds are also

extremists ? If not, why not? At least in the digestive system there is some mediation whereas

injected chemicals have much less. Why is it okay to question oral medications but it's not okay to

question injected ones?

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

jaycee1

It makes you wonder what those who have "publicly" received the "vaccine" actually received, a water

shot, maybe?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

cneash

I've been trying to follow the deaths from the vaccine.  I saw a report of 33 in Norway - a Bloomberg

report.  I also looked at the VAERS spreadsheet. In comparing 2020 to just the _rst three weeks of

2021, we see that there were 42894 adverse reactions and 167 deaths in all 52 weeks of 2020.  

Compare this to 2161 adverse reactions and 287 deaths reported in the _rst 3 weeks of 2021. This is

about 825 reactions and 3 deaths per week in all of 2020 vs 720 reactions and 96 deaths per week in

the beginning of 2021.  The number of reactions does not seem unusual, the deaths however show a

3200% increase.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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balhawk

And those are in all likelihood under-reported by about 2 orders of magnitude (roughly 100), 99%

having been dismissed as "coincidental", and not reported to VAERS.  Very few medical

practitioners make such reports (I read an article by one ER nurse who had NEVER seen anyone

else among the hundreds on staff make one), and most citizens aren't even aware of the system.  

So the death toll is more likely on the order of 30,000.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

relaxman

MLB LEGEND HANK AARON DIES TWO WEEKS AFTER GETTING COVID-19 VACCINE It was highly

publicized when the slugger took the vaccine. It was supposed to be used to inspire African-Americans

to take the vaccine. Two weeks after taking it, he has died.Just a coincidence?  Do really think that Big

Pharma who has billions to pro_t would admit the truth? Other doctors on the front lines are

censored….. Let see, a brand new mRNA vaccine that involves injecting a sequence of genetic RNA

material that was made in a lab into the body, where it invades the cells and takes over their

protein-generating ribosomes to produce the coronavirus’s famous spike protein that gives it the

crown-like appearance that inspired its name......What could possibly go wrong over time?  How will it

react in YOUR body over time...Will it be a time bomb?.….No do overs, this is permanent…,,   Verses a

Virus with a 99% rate  of Survival ....Your Choice

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Nadine17

I wonder if the African-Americans will take the shot now????? Why are folks so quick to trust their

government? Tuskegee -- did we forget!???
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

epa1375

relaxman said "MLB LEGEND HANK AARON DIES TWO WEEKS AFTER GETTING COVID-19

VACCINE It was highly publicized when the slugger took the vaccine. It was supposed to be used to

inspire African-Americans to take the vaccine." ...I think blacks are more 'awoke' than some might

think. Read the comments on this CBS You Tube video where they are now using Tyler Perry to

take the Vax and produce a BET video on Taking the Corona Vaccine. All the comments I read are

against the VACCINE...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLhqv1weMmM&lc=z22suxqajxjqepdzv04t1aokgyp..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

annnnie

To be honest, I don't know what to believe about this.  I personally am not getting the vaccine because I

don't do well with any medication.  But many of my family and friends are getting it.  So Dr Mercola,

could you maybe give some ideas on what to do to protect your loved ones if they insist on getting the

vaccine.  Someone said take an ice bag and put it on the injection site right after and for the _rst day.

 Are there anymore ideas that can help.  I don't want a lecture or to hear about Satan or mind control

etc.  I just want some practical help...  thank you....

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

shangrila114

If it is a mRNA vaccine (P_zer, Moderna) and they insist on getting it despite all the expert

evidence available, then ice bags may well be the only thing that may help. And yet, this would be

the least of your concerns should you give credence to expert opinion. Check out Prof Cahill's
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testimony before Corona Committee www.bitchute.com/.../RW3xrE96Amo9  starting 35:30 and

again at 1:01:30). It would be like Russian Roulette. For an shorter alternative,

coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/01/18/professor-dolores-cahill-why-pe..  . So, the best

practical advice is to avoid it. It may help to have them read/watch Prof Delores Cahill's testimony.

If the vaccine is not a mRNA but uses instead a viral vector (AstraZeneca and others), then your

best hope is that you would be able to avoid an extreme adverse reaction. This in turn depends on

(1) the state of the respective genes for detoxi_cation, inRammation and methylation; and (2)

lifestyles habits.  

I am not taking the vaccine since I have obtained a report on genetic vulnerabilities for all three of

these vulnerable parts of the genome. They can be mitigated if you have pursued and are pursuing

a healthy lifestyle. So, the _rst step is to get a gene report done. Then, based on this, assess your

risk for an adverse reaction. If you genes are weak for the three vulnerable areas, then you are

more likely to be more adversely exposed unless your lifestyle has been very healthy, in which

event, you are less likely. If your genes in these areas are good, then you should be "alright" unless

your lifestyle has been relatively unhealthy, in which case you are less likely to be "alright". The

proportion of the population who would perhaps score well on both genetics and environment

(lifestyle) is likely to be no more than 10%.

So, the icebag may help. And yet, avoid missing the forest for the trees.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

healthkicker

Recently listened to an audio about viruses and how they are not produced outside the body but are a

direct response to toxicity levels within the cell. It begins with the Pasteur v. Bechamp debate are the

framework of his argument. virusesarenotcontagious.com  This site also claims that the 1918 Spanish

Ru deaths are somehow related to the vaccines given during this period:  Eleanora I. McBean, Ph.D.,

N.D. 1977 www.whale.to/.../sf1.html   Has anyone else heard this and what arguments would you

present to counter?
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

djroberts919yahoo.com

Wow!!  I'm so glad my daughter has shared this with me......I'm de_nately going to do some more

research and waiting before jumping in to get the vacination

Posted On 02/04/2021

 

DonPaul77

Another very good and in-depth report! Thank you, Dr. Mercola and Team!

Posted On 02/04/2021

 

liv4himonly

I am 60 and have no heath issues. I will not take an experimental biological agent that was approved

for emergency use. I do not consent to be a part this human trial especially when it doesn't prevent the

disease.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

lubell

I am sure they are also labeling vaccine deaths as caused by covid.

Posted On 02/03/2021
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LuckyinSA

Thank you Dr Mercola for another brilliant article.  Thank you long term bloggers with your insight and

very helpful links for further information.  Information is power in today's world of misinformation.

 Thank you Shaun6 for the laugh!!!

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

sanhanson

Vaccines cause problems for some people the same way covid causes problems for some people. You

just don’t know what will happen in any given case. Most people won’t die of covid or the vaccine.

Many people will experience pain and discomfort with covid and the vaccine. I work in psychiatry with

long haulers who are a year in trying to resolve their long term covid effects. Some have experienced

blindness, paralysis, trembling, anxiety to name a few common symptoms. These people are not all

old. I got the vaccines. I took a day off due to some fatigue and a temp of 100 with the second dose.

Maybe I’ll die suddenly in two weeks. Maybe I’ll get covid and die in two weeks. Life is a gamble. Make

the choice as best you can and hope for the best.

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

AlwaysYoung749

The system has a really big problem. It has promised way too much to too many older folks. If the

system can cause a big kill off via the COVID vaccine and then blame it on a new, more virulent strain

of COVID, then a lot of older folks will be gone saving the system trillions every year. This is the plan of

the elite. When, it is all over, a whole lot of really stupid older folks will be gone. A lot of younger folks

will have also have lost years and possibly decades of life and not even know it. The evil system will

keep them in the dark. "The love of money is the root of all evil". Welcome to the real world 2020 -

2022.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

epa1375

"One notable case is baseball legend Hank Aaron, 86, who died January 22, 2021, 17 days after publicly

getting vaccinated for COVID-19. He said at the time that he hoped other Blacks would follow his lead

and get their vaccines too. According to news reports, he died “peacefully in his sleep” and no cause of

death had been announced".... Dr. Mercola, now USA Today is reporting that he died of a MASSIVE

STROKE: According to a person with knowledge, Aaron died Friday morning after suffering a massive

stroke. The person requested anonymity because of the sensitivity of the matter.

www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2021/01/22/hank-aaron-baseball-hall-..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

mikies

It is my understanding that the P_zer and Moderna did use saline as a placebo.  I think the Johnson &

Johnson did the same.  Astra Zeneca used the menningitis vaccine as a placebo in Europe, but not in

US trials.  That is my understanding.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

WL4816

"Around the world, reports are pouring in of people dying shortly after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine."

Vaccine-related tragedies are happening because there is no effective government regulation of the

vaccine industry. In the U.S., for example, the FDA's regulatory power has been undermined by turning

the agency into a "public/private partnership" whereby the FDA receives its funding from the

companies whose drugs it is supposed to regulate. The pharma companies pay fees to obtain FDA
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approval, which is then used, like the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval, as a powerful endorsement

of the companies' products. The FDA doesn't test pharma products; instead, it grants fee-based

approvals based on test data submitted by the drug makers. Many FDA-approved drugs and other

medical products have been found to be dangerous or defective after FDA approval.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astrocomical

“put into context with the population they occurred in".   In another words old people took an

unnecessary vaccine shot?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

jintampa1

Once again, THANK YOU Dr. Mercola (and dear readers) for this vital information! I sent this article to

several family members and friends today, with one family member who prides herself on being "in the

know" on health topics, within 2 minutes,  not enough time to get too deeply into the article, I receive a

reply trashing you Dr. Mercola and stated that "let's agree to disagree." I wrote back, yes I know about

Dr. Mercola, he's one of the few people who dare inform about alternative medicine and doesn't follow

the "o]cial narrative!" I then closed by saying " well _____, if you REALLY want to know what's going on,

I suggest checking out the alternative sites for the truth." I am SHOCKED and saddened by the

incredible amount of ignorance and brainwashing that is causing these people to not even read an

article or watch a video that can save their own freaking lives!!! I don't think there's much hope.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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epa1375

So, reported Jan 30/2021.. these are just the reported cases, my best guest is to double the reported

number. Some people and hospitals just do not want to report reactions (one nurse said she has never

_led a vaccine injury report, and she has seen many injuries from vaccines), and others are probably

listed as other deaths or other reactions that has nothing to do with the vaccines. "In addition to the

329 deaths out of 9,845 cases of COVID mRNA injuries _led, there were also 722 hospitalizations, over

2000 visits to emergency room doctors, 104 permanent disabilities, and 11 birth defects."

humansarefree.com/2021/01/cdc-329-recorded-deaths-following-covid-mrna..  

It seems, Dr. Mercola that deaths: "Seniors Dying After COVID Vaccine Labeled as Natural Causes"....or

no other death will be attributed to the deadly vaccine. In other words THE COVID VACCINES DEATHS

WILL NOT BE TELEVISED. The only things that will be televised, are people rushing in to take the

vaccines, the ever increasing covid deaths, vaccines are in short supply so hurry and get yours,

vaccines will help blacks and hispanics, old people need to get the vaccines, frontline workers need to

get the vaccines, Fauci is a hero, the vaccines will stop the spread (even though the WHO said it won't)

Biden wants to get 150 million doses in the ARMS of America, yada, yada, yada, and so on and so forth.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jim_Bo

Thank you Dr. Mercola and associates for true news!  "Watchdog journalists" have a muzzle on them by

BigPharma/Special Interests. Appreciation also to Top Posters for your trenchant commentary.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

CMT367

The quote from Mikovits "mass cell activation syndromes" should probably read MAST cell activation.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

wallguy

www.bitchute.com/.../KO495u7J749A   Good morning all and Hear Ye... This is remarkably informative

as it is horribly disturbing. By all accounting of common sense.  You don’t have to watch it. But I

advocate you should. I want you around for a good long time. The time of rock solid intervention is

now.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Lollieme

Perhaps I've missed this information along the way, but do we know if those who take the experimental

covid vaccine are then able to shed the virus to others?  I remember a number of years ago when they

reported that those who take the shingles vaccine can shed to others.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Nadine17

An emotional plea to the world.. www.bitchute.com/.../pdO1eXx5l9t4

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

sinead196

Is there any data on the Oxford Astra Zeneca Vacine my Father aged 94 had his _rst shot and now I’m

very worried

https://articles.mercola.com/members/wallguy/default.aspx
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Oh my, please do your homework. AZ's shot is not m-RNA, and only 1 is required. You can look up

the differences between vaccines on the bbc website, of all places!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

balhawk

Looks like he is relatively fortunate in that it at least isn't one of those mRNA jabs.  Such info is

certainly not highly publicized.  If anything, it is deliberately concealed.  I've been generally well

informed about health, but hadn't been aware of the poisons such as aluminum and formaldehyde

in vaccines until recently, just though they consisted of antigens in a protein base, such as egg.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

If I had to work in reverse, I would check out Sunday's main article - Dr M's comments and also

Forbidden Healing's post today under Sue Cross. Vit C w baking soda is a gentle detox, and if taken

over a long timeframe, along with several other items discussed in Sunday's main article, you may

be able to lessen the toxic load.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose
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Snead196 - Here's the latest on your AZ vaccine from the disreputable bbc - just found it this

evening: www.bbc.com/.../health-55910964  They seem to think 2 jabs are needed, however, that's

not what I read a few weeks ago...so now I don't know anything, you need to do your own research.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Lakhana13

Lies, lies, more lies. Recently in Michigan, 9 nuns died. No mention of whether or not they had been

given a Ru vaccine, which could have primed their immune systems. The nuns had been given the

COVID "vaccine" on Jan 15th and 2 weeks later the 9 died. They supposedly tested positive for it. They

had comorbidities and then we have their ages; 79 - 94.  When are people going to WAKE UP!!??  9

nuns die of Covid-19 after outbreak at Adrian Dominican Sisters campus in Michigan

www.cnn.com/2021/01/30/us/michigan-nuns-covid-19-nine-deaths/index.htm..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

denicehubbardsbcglobal.ne

I've been a faithful reader of yours for over 20 years and still use your store to purchase my vitamins.

 Yet, this is the _rst time I am questioning your logic with regard to your response to covid and the

deaths that continue to follow.  Having seen people on my block who follow your sentiments die from

covid because they felt CDC guidelines were unnecessary is beyond sad and frustrating.  Also, in our

community which has a larger senior population than the rest of our population, there have been no

reported side effects like you mention from the vaccine.  Darwinism will help determine in the end, who

lives and dies when a pandemic exposes nations response and those who live/die.  Survival of the

_ttest will rear its head like it always does through the ages.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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warriormom

Okay, for all the people who are in favor of vaccinations.... Have you even thought for a moment about

the fact that they will add this Covid vaccination to the list of 26 other vaccines they give babies and

young children by age 2, plus the Ru vaccine on top of that? Try and tell me this is not going to damage

their brains and immune systems. The additives alone are neurotoxic. Wake up!!!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

BiomedMom1

Agreed!  Interestingly enough, SIDS deaths have declined during the plandemic... most likely the

result of childhood vaccines put on hold due to lockdowns as people have not been venturing out.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-lockdown-vaccine-rates-dropp..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

krissalee85

The other day my friend was wondering when her two kids, ages _ve and two, can get the covid

shot. Just ridiculous. I am grateful to not be a child right now.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

warriormom

I just read article on NPR website... Covid cases plummeting in India.   Maybe because as we read

earlier on Dr. Mercola's website that they are using Ivermectin prophylactically??? Why isn't anyone

https://articles.mercola.com/members/warriormom/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/BiomedMom1/default.aspx
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-lockdown-vaccine-rates-dropped-so-did-sids-deaths/
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here listening???

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

relaxman

MSM is not the friend of truth and not your friend....

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Nadine17

You are preaching to the choir.  We already know there is a cure naturally. This is a war on the

people.  The criminals are not looking for a cure. This is planned.  Most of us know how to beat

this virus.  That isn't the problem. The question is how are we literally going to defend ourselves

because I for one, will never take this vax.  So I know my days are numbered.  I just wonder, will I

run into a forest, will I have to shoot back, will I starve to death while on the run, etc. But no, I will

not comply.  Freedom over tyranny. "Give me liberty or give me death."  But I'll put up a good _ght,

just like our forefathers! They died for our freedom.  What will we do for the future of the children?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lgruver

USA Today reported not that Hank Aaron died peacefully in his sleep but "after suffering a massive

stroke"!  See www.usatoday.com/story/sports/mlb/2021/01/22/hank-aaron-baseball-hall-..

Posted On 02/02/2021
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kayasred

Thank you for a great article very informative , Does anyone or yourself know what heavy metals or

preservatives   used in these vaccines that may be counter productive to ones health or contribute to

long term health issues  ?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

All of them!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

cat86887

Did you notice Johnson & Johnson's boast that their vaccine has not caused any hospitalizations or

deaths?  I was surprised those comments made it past the 'fact checkers'!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

Maybe it’s a long-term agent. :)

Posted On 02/02/2021
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rrealrose

My guess is the mRNAs will cause way too much damage, and their emegency use may be

rescinded by the FDA in favor of the more standard vaccines. However, they most likely are using

PEG as well, so they will have some issues of their own.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

svmeyer

Global genocide ! People like Bill gates consider it their 'cause in life' to take up the authority to donate

to the preservation of the greater good. While considering themselves the greater good. A power the

US Constitution was written to avoid. That those who 'have' should have authority over the 'have not's'.

Ironically the Constitution, for the most part, was written by those that were considered the 'haves'.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

Since nine11, to borrow Orlov’s words from two years ago, “is just about as relevant as an old copy

of Pravda in an abandoned Siberian outhouse.”

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

osobear99

" Vaccines " should be called " Toxin Therapy " , beyond of just being " Gene Therapy " .

Posted On 02/02/2021
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Formaggio

"Norway has recorded 29 senior citizen deaths in the wake of their vaccination push. Most were over

the age of 75" It's my understanding that these people were in a hospice environment with less than 6

months to live because of a terminal disease.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

jamNjim

So why bother vaccinating them unless the intent was to kill them?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

ttn7292

Wouldn't it be nice to live in a Mercola community village  -dreaming, dreaming!  A bunch of intelligent,

decent people brought together could be a powerful force to _ght injustice, demanding transparency

and accountability, interrogating and publicizing one corrupted organization after another. One of the

_rst would be papers and TV, even a private enterprise must tell the truth, and give pages to both sides

of the topic for balance. Another person ( do not remember who, sorry) mentions it is worth to

establish the practice of televised national (international) debates on key subjects like vaccines".

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

Naw, that will never happen because they must protect us because we are too stupid to hear

different sides of an issue and come to an intelligent conclusion.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

Soon, private growing of crops and husbandry will be outlawed “for safety reasons.” Wait and see.

They are already after the lands of the Amish; in the last couple of years, there is a $5k penalty for

them for not vaccinating their children at their schools. A lien comes next and their children will be

placed in circulation in the worldwide child sex tra]cking network.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

nothingsound

The community we be labeled as a terrorist group.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lilitu_adamah

CDC Reports Of Post Vaccine Deaths and Life Threatening (601 Total Events). The Vaccine Adverse

Event Reporting System (VAERS). Results on 01.Feb.2021:

www.scribd.com/document/492366184/The-Vaccine-Adverse-Event-Reporting-..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

ttn7292
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From the article:  "The World Health Organization added that since there was “no certain connection” of

the vaccines to Norway’s deaths, there is no reason to discontinue giving it to senior citizens." Hm-m,

shouldn't be the way around - WHO are uncertain, meaning the two events CAN be connected, meaning

stop immediately  (precautionary principle!) until you are 100% sure there's NO connection!  I would like

to know who are those people in WHO making decisions, how they make them, based on what? Let us

watch televised meetings, who said what, then in future we will hold them responsible.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

stanleybecker

where have you been this last year ?? ~ have you not even HEARD of the SNAKE Dr Gates ?? World

Health Supremo ~ the most UNQUALIFIED doctor on the planet ~ the controller and major donor to

the WHO ~ the engineer who designed and promoted the Lockdown / social distancing/ moronic

masking/ washing mania ~ the major investor in vaccination ~ the major driving force for

mandatory vaccination ~ a disciple of the Church of Eugenics that advocates the sterilization of

Mankind ~ the single most bene_ciary of the vaccination pro_ts ~ the STUPID man who is driving

our planet over the precipice ~ have you never heard of him  ?? ~ PS ~ and responsible for

hundreds of thousands of COLLATERAL paralysis in Africa and Asia with his experimental polio

vaccines

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

steelj

ttn7292 - do you have a plan as to how "we will hold them responsible"?  If so, please implement.

 Since this never seems to happen.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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mirandola

ttn i LOVE your point!!!! Well said!!!! In Europe I believe that is the thinking (WHO excepted). But

here in America it is all about...well, everything goes...so long as it pro_ts. It is so corrupt and at

this point, murderous. I could die for all this evil!!! SteelJ, the only reason why it never happens is

because guess what? Nobody holds them responsible. Nobody speaks up. Everybody steps on

eggshells ,while fearing stepping on toes. Isn't it about time? I second TTN's motion. The truth

does not like to see the light of day, is mightier than the sword, and it is time for lawsuits from

every corner of the world, and prison terms for those guilty of crimes against humanity of a highest

level. It's called murder. Only those of criminal mentality, lacking in conscience or remorse, are

capable of stating such things as "there is not any clear connection"....yeah right. Slam 'em in

prison, life long! Woof!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

redplanet1

As stanleybecker has said, it is Bill Gates and friends at WHO (Bill and Mindy are major donors)

The Director is Tedros Adhanom en.wikipedia.org/.../Tedros_Adhanom      This page will give you

Directors and Board members. www.bloomberg.com/.../0751538D:SW   These are the men

wielding power through pro_ts.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

steve49car

If you know of the 2012 indictment of drug company GSK  both in USA and China for massive

corruption ... then you know that its CEO at that time ...Andrew Whitty .. is now head of covid

response at WHO ! The GSK Head of product development at that time  is now UK Chief science

o]cer .... ! The shareholders were _ned a record $3 Billion ... the criminals within the company
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walked free with huge payoffs and are running our lives!! Now if every one of us joined Robinhood

... and bought drug company shares ?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jennycat24

ttn7292, time was, in Europe certainly, that things had to be proved to be safe, not that the WHO

could say there was 'no certain connection' of the vaccines to Norway's deaths - just a load of very

surprising coincidences is it?!  It really makes my blood run cold.  By the time these o]cials

actually admit there is a link, how many lives will have been mangled beyond repair?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

That Scott Gotleib character on tv news occasionally, is the former FDA commissioner, now on the

BOD for P_zer.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

steelj

Mirandola, you are right that a big part of the reason they aren't held accountable is people don't

speak up nearly enough.  But in my opinion the biggest reason is the bad side has done a

tremendous job of taking control of the narrative.  They have the megaphones.  When we speak up,

only those within earshot hear us, or the like-minded on sites like this.

They know they can get away with anything when they have a fawning media and any criticism is

silenced. Their control of the media, academia, entertainment, virtually all communication that
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extends beyond earshot, is what must be changed.  That's very di]cult because human nature is

dead set against it.  What type person goes into journalism, education, and the performing arts?

 Those _elds will always be dominated by Raming liberals with minimal critical thinking ability.  It

wouldn't be too bad if today's so-called "liberals" were actual liberals.  There's a lot of good in true

liberalism.  What passes for liberalism today is something different and sinister.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

nonnajade

My husband and I are still making up our mind about getting the vaccine.  We can understand the

concerns about being on chemo for cancer and the reduced white blood cells and low immune system

but what about Keytruda?  My husband has been on Keytruda for 3 yrs and his last infusion was Nov.

2020....fortunately that eliminated his metastatic melanoma stage IV,3 brain tumors(radiation) 3

tumors in the right lung and large malignant tumor on right shoulder....Nov 3, 2017 he was given 2-3

yrs to live.  Keytruda makes your immune system _ght the cancer and increases your white blood cells,

but I'm still worried about letting him get the vaccine. I really feel we should just do as we have been

doing by staying home.  We've both been on vit. D3,K2 for years, zinc, vit. C, astaxathin and more.

 We're 71 and 73 yrs young and have been very healthy most of our lives.  I'd hate to think in the future

we would have to deal with a "reaction" to the vaccine.  Thank you in advance for any input.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

warriormom

The nurse practitioner at my doctor's o]ce,  who I have known for over 10 years, was instructed by

her doctor to receive Moderna vaccine. She is 46 years old, had been treated for a year for MRSA

infection after removal of infected breasts implants. At one point she was wearing a pump with

antibiotics in it because her infection was so serious.  She almost died. She complied and got

vaccine.  Shortly after she knew something was wrong and went to ER. Because she knew what

was happening she's alive today. She was paralyzed from vaccine and almost stopped breathing.
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 After weeks in hospital she is slowly regaining her strength but still can't walk.  Diagnosed with

Guillain Barre syndrome from vaccination. She is sorry she listened to the doctor.  Please consider

all aspects before you make decision to vaccinate.  You just don't know who will react adversely at

this point.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

bluemoore4

I think there’s enough evidence in this article to convince you to NOT vaccinate!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

I think you are stupid to even consider it, lost in a web of fear and more fear. Dr. Fauci came out

several times already admonishing those with allergies NOT to take this shot (you know, this

experimental vaccine that has not been safety tested.) There is little recourse from govt, $250k

after a legal battle, if you are injured, you could chew through that in very short order.  Why take

that risk? ps: allergies are nothing as compared to what you are describing.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

warriormom, I hope that nurse sued that Doctor!  At the very least she should be eligible for

Workman's Comp!  My husband is concerned that he may be required to get vaccinated to keep his

job.  I instructed him to get in writing, a statement that the company will be held _nancially

responsible for any damages the the vaccine may cause him.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

stanleybecker

"one man's meat is another man's poison" has never rung more true that the ADVERSE EFFECTS being

swept under the carpet by the COMMERCIAL producers of a RECKLESS and DANGEROUS

COMMERCIAL PRODUCT that is being kept alive by propaganda and censorship ~ how CRIMINAL must

an act be before the public actually SMELLS a RAT ?? ~ the stoical shrug that the doctor knows best

and the doctor says that it has nothing to do with the most obvious elephant in the room of

DELUSIONAL mirrors that these CROOKS want us to believe is the cause of this epidemic of post

vaccine disorders ~ the RNA is disrupting the DNA and this is destroying the natural capacity of the

organism to maintain a balanced homeostatic level ~ this is OBVIOUS ~ the editing/ redacting/

ellipsing/ conRating of information that Pharma conducts against humanity is a WAR against LIFE ~

who can stop this juggernaut ?>? ~ only the people who recognize their God given right to life and

liberty can RISE UP and demand to be treated as HUMAN BEINGS ~ what are you waiting for ?? ~ the

next vaccination could be your last when it ends your life on Planet Earth

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

annie1996

If you do not _rst identify the origin of the snake you will ultimately lose your way within their

satanic inverted pseudo reality. www.bitchute.com/.../91UJpGZ0Nf5U

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

ttn7292

"where have you been this last year ?? ~ have you not even HEARD of the SNAKE Dr Gates ??" It is

not a snake, Stan,  It is a two headed dragon - Gates+ Fauci!
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astonished

Indeed, at this point, even conventional vaccines are not to be trusted. After a whole year of

globally successful lies, the contents of all vaccines are under suspicion. Sad as it is, the

perpetrators can nebulize the poisons, as they seem to have been doing under the guise of

disinfection and weather control. Even a dental swab can deliver nanobots without the dentist’s

knowledge...

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Stanley - maybe one of the best discussion on vaccine theory was this historical presentation by

Dr Suzanne Humphries, presented at the Autism One conference in 2017: Gotta _nd it on Bitchute:

www.bitchute.com/.../kEaU1yV8vF8U

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

stanleybecker

annie ~ in the 8 years I have been attacking the SNAKE on an almost daily basis on this site  ~ I

have often been challenged by those that seek to widen the focus so that all of the 0.1 % are

represented ~ with queries as to who stands behind or with the SNAKE ~ I have always responded

in the same way ~ if we cannot give the FRONT MAN pause to thought, how can we signal to the

Cabal that they should reform their contempt ~ the sole way to reform of the Cabal would be to

show them that their path is counterproductive to their own security ~ if we critique them but

essentially pose no threat then THEY WILL IGNORE us ~ this is a plain and simple FACT ~ my
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campaign centers on the SNAKE because he has the most egregious contempt of all the plutocrats

~ the SNAKE encapsulates every aspect of the NIGHTMARE AGENDA that your Harari address in

Davos makes clear and more so ~

the SNAKE is more extreme and bloodthirsty {at least openly} than all these supposed elites and

their Masteras of the Universe fantasies ~ the SNAKE is VISIBLE and not some behind the scenes

Strangelovian Controller ~ the SNAKE is the FRONT MAN for this megalomania ~ this is why I

assert that fragmenting and diluting the focus by calling for a reckoning with all the 0.1% is not

intensifying the resistance but actually weakening it by not forcing any of these villains to be

especially PERSONALLY threatened ~ the SNAKE is the "man of action" that dares to state

publically that which Davos keeps to itself ~ as a _gurehead of EVIL BEHAVIOR the SNAKE must

be called out and made to understand that the public is not ready to climb on board the next cattle

truck to Auschwitz ~ the other elites see the SNAKE as their litmus test of how far they can go ~

the SNAKE is showing the elites "how" to create a totalitarian DEATH CULT that the public will

accept ~ thank you for the link

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

stanleybecker

thank you for the link rose ~ I watched and have watched other Suzanne Humphries videos ~

always enlightening ~  thank you Astonished and ttn for your responses

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

ttn, Not a two-headed dragon but a many headed hydra, and if you cut one head off, two more take

it's place.

Posted On 02/02/2021
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Lotek

Good News! I have been commenting here that Dr. Mercola could step up and start helping people to

navigate the mine_eld of misinformation on such topics as masks, vaccines and media manipulation,

and distill appropriate advice from the available science. Well now someone is _lling that role: Zeynep

Tufekci I respect much of what Dr. Mercola has done over the years, and hope he joins in.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

DeeF53

I will not take this vaccine. But my husband may have to in order to keep his job. We are older folks and

he needs to work a few years more. Will the adenovirus vaccines for covid be safer? I am trying to

follow the info on these, especially the one by Johnson and Johnson. Does anyone have info on this?

Posted On 02/03/2021

 

elfmom55

A Future Vaccine to Prevent Knowledge of Soul and Spirit From The Fall of the Spirits of Darkness

(Bristol: Rudolf Steiner Press, 1993; GA 177), p. 85. October 7, 1917 85 – “The time will come – and it

may not be far off – when quite different tendencies will come up at a congress like the one held in

1912 and people will say: It is pathological for people to even think in terms of spirit and soul. ‘Sound’

people will speak of nothing but the body. It will be considered a sign of illness for anyone to arrive at

the idea of any such thing as a spirit or a soul. People who think like that will be considered to be sick

and – you can be quite sure of it – a medicine will be found for this. . . . The soul will be made

non-existent with the aid of a drug. Taking a ‘sound point of view,’ people will invent a vaccine to

inRuence the organism as early as possible, preferably as soon as it is born, so that this human body

never even gets the idea that there is a soul and spirit.    “. . . the heirs of modern materialism will look

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Lotek/default.aspx
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for the vaccine to make the body ‘healthy,’ that is, make its constitution such that this body no longer

talks of such rubbish as soul and spirit, but takes a ‘sound’ view of the forces which live in engines and

in chemistry and let planets and suns arise from nebulae in the cosmos. Materialistic physicians will

be asked to drive the souls out of humanity.”

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

elfmom55

"Funvax" from the Pentagon. They told us yrs ago these vaccines will remove any and all freewill

we have including the ability to cry out to God and repent.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJtFMcscvps?v=XH6b6hKtFCU&list=FLz..   Anthony Patch

further describes how these vaccines work.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iT_rcTiI5o&list=FLzti9N1JBbVDnQzPh03XiVw&..   Revelation

13:16-17 King James Version (KJV) 16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free

and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 17 And that no man might buy

or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name. Revelation

14:9-11 King James Version (KJV) 9 And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If

any man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand,

10 The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into

the cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with _re and brimstone in the presence of the

holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb: 11 And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for

ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and

whosoever receiveth the mark of his name. Revelation 16:2 King James Version (KJV) 2 And the

_rst went, and poured out his vial upon the earth; and there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon

the men which had the mark of the beast, and upon them which worshipped his image.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

mourningwarbler
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Wish the title of the article, "Seniors Dying After COVID Vaccine Labeled as Natural Causes" would have

put the word "Vaccine" in quotations or perhaps, "Seniors Dying After COVID Gene Therapy Shot

Labeled as Natural Causes."

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

saames

Help-when I click on prezi.com in the above article I go right to the page of testimonials. They must be

heard and I want to share them   But when I go straight to the site itself-prezi.com (not clicking straight

from the article) I get a site where I can’t _nd these testimonies and it wants me to sign up or whatever.

What am I doing wrong and how can I best share these  (I’m not very techy)

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

krissalee85

Typo note: "While I won’t tell anyone to do...". This same typo was in an earlier Mercola article as well.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Randyfast

I will _nish the article later. For now; I ask Dr. Mercola to please stop referring to these covid

concoctions as "Vaccines". They are not vaccines, according to the de_nition of the term. Also; the new

"deadly" variants (if they even exist), will be used to further accelerate the push for more "vaccines" and

also, more restrictions! The writing has been on the wall for a long time - in BIG letters! THIS IS

IMPORTANT! Here is an update on the lawsuit that Reiner Fuellmich submitted to the courts. Everyone

should read this! truth11.com/2021/01/15/lockdown-lawsuits-update-by-top-international-l..
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

CMT367

This con_rms what Suzanne Humphries MD (nephrology) said: "the more vaxes we get, the more

vaxes we need" (paraphrase)

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Randy...thanks for the link! I've been wondering where the Fuellmich lawsuit stands. Something

need to HAPPEN!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Randyfast

CMT and Brody; thanks for the replies. I'd like to see many more. This is about as important as it

gets. Wearing face diapers and distancing...not so much!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lsande8

I have taken the _rst P_zer shot. Had a VERY ROUGH week. All the symptoms as outlined in your

article. I'm thinking that I should not take the 2nd vaccine shot. What are your thoughts on this? Is the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/CMT367/default.aspx
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damage already done with the _rst shot? Should I take the 2nd shot? Is my immune better with the _rst

shot only? Thank you Linda Sanders

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

rrealrose

Were you forced to take the _rst shot? we cannot make your decision, you will be among the stupid

to go back for more genetic poison, oh I mean genetic modi_cation. You are beyond doing a

risk-bene_t analysis, in no man's land.

We already know the second shot is the one with really bad reactions. Cannot _gure out if you are a

troll or not, as you joined in 2007, however you clearly have not been reading along. Dr M has been

ON THIS TOPIC now for 3 months or more. Suggest you check the article archives starting maybe

in November 2020, decide your own fate.

You can help P_zer to their 15 Billion in projected revenue from these shots this year alone! Also

check the CDC VAERS reporting system for numbers of deaths and permanent disabilities. Its in

yesterday's main article

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

swonicky

I think after everything you have read here taking a second shot would be pushing the envelope

don't you think? Why did you get it in the _rst place? There's no bene_t.  There's so many

treatments that work. All the best to you Linda. NK

Posted On 02/02/2021
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Luvvvy

Hi Linda, might be a case of “less is more”, but this one is up to you.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Astridgb36

So 500,00 American deaths are just nothing??

Posted On 02/04/2021

 

shaun6

I am astounded by the level of misinformation in this article, and shocked that you Dr Mercola would

put your name to it.  I expect you to keep to facts and science.  For example (and there are also several

other examples) you state "Vaccine Rollout Coincides With Outbreak" and then go on to suggest that

the vaccine is the cause of the outbreak and/or deaths in an old peoples home.  You shouldn't be

stating wild accusations like that unless you have facts and science to back you up.  But you don't.

 Otherwise you are just a conspiracy theorist, a scaremonger and  a quack.  

I like your health articles that are backed by research and science.  I would recommend your site to my

friends other than I don't want them to also see the many articles that are basically lies and conspiracy

theories.  And in many of those articles you extensively quote people who have no medical or scienti_c

training, and who have been shown to be spreaders of misinformation and conspiracy theorists for

many years.  You quote these people as if they are experts when they are often just idiots looking for

the limelight.  A quick search of their names on the internet shows how unquali_ed they are and how

they have been discredited.  Yet you quote them as if they are experts.   Please take your conspiracy

theories, negativity and your discredited "experts" to another website, because displaying them here

harms the good work you have done on improving health and exercise.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

lilitu_adamah

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) Results. CDC Reports Of Post Vaccine

Deaths and Life Threatening (601 Total Events):

www.scribd.com/document/492366184/The-Vaccine-Adverse-Event-Reporting-..

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

steve49car

The evidence is clear IF you care to look ...but of course like American courts choose simply not to

look when it suits a purpose! Here in UK just two days after lockdowns were lifted the vaccine

rollout began ... and suddenly it all became very much worse resulting in another complete longer

term lockdown that isn't likely to be lifted until March !Its January of course and in UK that means

every year the hospitals are swamped with sickness and Flu ... this year is no exception but is

painted as being not Ru ( Ru is 95% fewer cases)  but covid ...everything is covid ! Now in Portugal

4 german tourists were caught up in the system when they were tested and found to be  positive

with a test that is well known to throw up huge numbers of false positives ! Those 4 took the

government to court ... and government was required to present proof of the e]cacy of that test ...

every knew that couldn't happen ...and so government lost and had to cease testing that way!

Beware the new swab testing ... there is some evidence they are using impregnated swabs

...designed to vaccinate without your knowledge!

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

LillyF

THIS IS DR. Mercola’s WEBSITE. These are his opinions. Apparently YOU cannot READ.
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Maritt

Impressive that your whole post consist of name calling, defamation and smearing professionals.

Care to share some proper referenced information?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

relaxman

Conspiracy theorist- one who question the statements of liars....What experts? Why isn't anyone

interested in what really happened in Wuhan's deadly virus research lab and Fauci's connection and

why China, WHO and the CDC lied upfront ??? The number 3 cause of death in America IS the

American medical System...Johns Hopkins admits this......Billions and Billions in the vaccine

business....Wake Up

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

jamNjim

shaun6, would you care to share some links to back up your so called FACTS??

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

jamNjim
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Here's the original story (NOT written by Dr. Mercola) concerning the New York nursing home

deaths. It was written 3 weeks ago!!!

www.syracuse.com/coronavirus/2021/01/covid-19-outbreak-at-auburn-nursi..  I'm sure more have

died since then, but no one is reporting on it because they are being CENSORED! Per New York

governor Cuomo, nursing home residents that die in the hospital are not counted as nursing home

deaths. It's hard to get the actual death count at this nursing home since vaccinations took place,

but it appears to be over 40 deaths now. Hospice as a lower death rate than this.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Lakhana13

A "quick search" leading you to which reliable sources? Snopes? Politico? Yeah. Right. So Dr Judy

Mikowits is unquali_ed? Dr Andrew Kauffman? I have over 1,000 clinical studies from PEER

REVIEWED medical journals on COVID and everything related to it. I am in contact with doctors in S

Korea and Shangahi and all over the country who are treating COVID patients. I could go on but I

have more important things to do than try and convince someone with their head in the sand......

and that's putting it nicely.

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

hellbent

shaun6 - please take yourself to another website.  You will be much more at home elsewhere.  I'm

laughing at your comment "a quick search of [Mercola's experts] on the internet shows how

unquali_ed they are and how they have been discredited".  If you don't know why I'm laughing at

you, try peeling back your eyelids and stop being so intellectually lazy.  Actually what sums up your

comment so clearly is your "a quick search of the internet" - what a thing to rely upon for truth and

honesty!
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Randyfast

Why don't you spend all your time on government sites, where they will tell you exactly what you

want to hear. What you "choose" to believe, is the opposite of TRUTH! BTW: Apart from the

oligarchs and their tyranny, people such as yourself are the biggest problem here and the very

reason that this insanity is going to go on and on and on and...Be sure to get all of your "vaccines"!

Are you sure your name isn't "Gates"?

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

stanleybecker

shana ~ how you emphasize your own IGNORANCE with your PROPAGANDA ADDICTION and belief

in VOODOO science ~ hurry hurry join the queue and get vaxxed as soon as possible ~ you need all

the help you can get

Posted On 02/02/2021

 

epa1375

shaun6... said to Dr. Mercola.."Please take your conspiracy theories, negativity and your discredited

"experts" to another website," ....This has to be the most idiotic thing I have seen all YEAR. Dr.

Mercola I am sure you are letting this post stay up to give us some good bellyaching laughs. This

person came on your website to tell you to take your articles to ANOTHER WEBSITE???

HAHAHA....I am dedicating my favorite Pop Song to you saun6: Bye, Bye, Bye!

www.youtube.com/watch
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Posted On 02/02/2021

 

Jackaroni

Do you get paid to be a Troll, or do you just do this on a voluntary basis?

Posted On 02/02/2021
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